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*New* rss Website Builder (Master Resell Rights)+ Bonus$ How You Can Easily Build Search Engine

Friendly Sites Full Of Quality Content To Skyrocket Your Traffic and Sales With A Few Clicks of A Button!

Increase Your Search Rankings By Keeping Your Sites Full of Content Search Engines and Visitors Love,

Even When You Dont Have Any Extra Time To Spare! From: Rosalinda Zamora Dear Friend, Most

websites owners know that content is king if you want your sites to thrive in the search rankings. But,

when it comes down to creating it, theres never enough time in the day to add more pages to all of your

sites or build new money-making sites! The result is that older ones begin to flounder away in the search

results. The spiders rarely visit because theres no fresh content to attract them. This leaves pages that

could be producing gobs of traffic languishing away. Search engines end-up skipping your sites by. Yet, it

doesnt have to be this way. In fact, you can... Automatically Fill Your Sites With High-Quality Content

Without Barely Lifting A Finger! Let me introduce you to a new solution called, RSS Website Builder. This

tool allows you build websites on ANY topic within seconds! All you enter are the keywords you want your

pages built around and RSS website builders imports the content. It even automatically identifies the

theme of your site (unless you want to choose it manually). In other words, you can potentially build

hundreds of sites a day with your copy! Plus, RSS Website Builder also allows you to quickly uncover

available domains likely to make your fortune! This means its a one stop-shop for creating profitable sites.

Heres The Full Range of Benefits You Get: Removes any fingerprint that a program is being used for

generating your web pages with advanced technology - rest easy knowing everything about your

websites looks man made. Automatically determines the theme of your websites - eliminating the need to

sort through all your keyword files! This is a life-saver when youre creating tons of new sites! Allows you

to set the theme of your websites manually for more targeted results! If youre creating just a few sites,

you can ensure they have the best possible content for your readers! Allows you to easily customize your

pages for each of the websites you build - making certain theyre all unique. Plus, you have a consistent

look throughout your sites so you keep your visitors online longer, which ads up to more revenue!

Automatically inserts valuable RSS feed news content on your web pages - and the content is always
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based on the individual keyword! Your sites will have quality content that keeps visitors coming back and

your pages ranked high for the right search terms! Allows you to build hundreds of keyword-based

websites every day - all you have to do is supply the keyword list! It doesnt get any easier than this to

cultivate a fortune in prime web real estate! Creates as many of targeted keyword pages as you want for

maximum revenue from advertisers or Google Adsense! Your pages can potentially be thousands of

pages large! Allows you to specify your Google publishers ID for Ad Sense from the configuration file - yet

another convenient feature that makes using RSS Website Builder a breeze to use! Produces standard

HTML pages - this guarantees your websites are easily crawled and soon indexed by major search

engines. Unlike other site-generating software, RSS Website Builder is extremely quick and easy to set

up - it even comes with an automatic installer that configures everything for you. No advanced tech-skills

required! Quickly and easily locates and purchases domains that are likely to immediately bring in

substantial traffic and income. Put all of your parked domains into action, filling your bank account with

more cash! Plus, much more! The key question you now need to consider is... How Many of Your Sites or

Parked Domains Do You Have Sitting Around Doing Nothing? If you have more than a few or want to add

more content to your primary sites, then you need a copy of RSS Website Builder. It fills your sites with

quality content that would have otherwise taken a full-time staff of writers (costing thousands) to create.

You can now rest assured your websites are full of content website visitors want and that keeps search

engine spiders coming back for significantly more profits. Whats more, its not going to cost you a fortune

to get your copy of RSS Website Builder. The investment is only $0.99. A Small amount you quickly make

back by reenergizing only a couple sites! ORDER NOW! This Special Offer packaged together with

BONUS! BONUS value $49.99! * 7 Super Secrets Ebooks * Jimmy D. Brown 30 tips for ebook Authors

This Product Comes With Master Resell Rights So what are you waiting for? Grab the super rss Website

Builder Resell Rights today and start profiting from it right away! With This Special Offer Only $0.99

########################################### #### Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed! ####

########################################### Until next time! Wish you with all the success from

Rosalinda Zamora ________________________________ See My Store For More Deal!!!

goodresource.tradebit.com ________________________________ User tags: website, rss, tools, script
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